Introduction
Let X and Y denote tvo complex Hilbert spaoes. Let L(X,Y) denote the set of all alosed linear operators, defined on linear subspaoes of X ( with values in Y. Let C(X,Y) denote the subset of those operators from L(X,Y) which are defined everywhere, and henoe continuous. For L(X,X) and C(X,X), we shall simply write L(X) and C(X), respectively. For any operator AeL(X,Y), D(A), N(A) and H( A) denote, respectively, the domain, the null spaoe and the range of A. If A,BeL(X,Y), then Ac B means B is an extension of A. Let r(A), the reduoed minimum modulus of A, be defined by the formula (1.1) rifA) -sttp(r^Oi||Ax||>r||(I-P H(A) )x||, xeD(A)j, where Pjj( A j Is the orthogonal projection of X onto Kl(A), provided that A 4 0. For A<=0, it follows that r(A) -oo . It is easily seen that r(A)> 0 iff R(A) is closed; and in this situation r{A)" 1 is the norm of the operator Ax -(I-PkJaJ)X from R(A) into X [5].
Let ( wil8re 2 is the ring of integers) be a family of Hilbert spaoes, and let a^p ) e L(I P ,X P+1 ) be a family of operators such that Hla'^cili^1'), for all peZ. Let th* following sequence represent the complex of Hilbert spaoesi . The aim of this paper is to give the formulae for the Fredholm spectrum of two D-commuting systems on Hilbert complexes. In the present situation, we categorize the Fredholm spectrum under a different characterization. The bottom line for this is the equality or non-equality of the speotra and Fredholm spectra of the operators involved.
Next, we recall some definitions [8] related to the commuting systems of linear operators. Let s = (s 1 ,...,s n ) be a system of n indeterminates, and let E(s) be the exterior algebra over the complex field C, generated by the indeterminates 8 1 ,...,B FL . Then, for any integer p, 0<p<n, E
is the vector subspace of S(s) containing all the homogeneous exterior forms of degree p (p = 0,1,...,n) in f•••f For any Hilbert space X, E(X,s) (resp. E p (X,s)) will denote 
